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a b s t r a c t

Scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) is a powerful imaging technique, in which a small
X-ray probe is raster scanned across a specimen. Complete knowledge of the complex-valued
transmission function of the specimen can be gained using detection schemes whose every-day use,
however, is often hindered by the need of specialized configured detectors or by slow or noisy readout
of area detectors. We report on sub-50 nm-resolution STXM studies in the hard X-ray regime using the
PILATUS, a fully pixelated fast framing detector operated in single-photon counting mode. We
demonstrate a range of imaging modes, including phase contrast and dark-field imaging.

& 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

X-ray imaging, in particular X-ray microscopy, offers several
unique advantages for the characterization of life and materials
science samples on the micron and sub-micron length scales. The
penetration power of hard X-rays enables high-resolution studies
of specimens several hundred microns thick, and the chemical
specificity of X-rays allows, for instance, mapping the distribution
of spurious metal compounds in organic or inorganic
micro-structures.

In its basic form scanning transmission X-ray microscopy
(STXM) records the photon flux past the specimen and assigns a
transmission value to each position of illumination. Fast detector
readout is crucial because scans frequently include tens of
thousands of points. Single-element detectors add essentially no
delay to the scanning process. However, it was recognized
early on that more advanced detection schemes offer qualitatively
different and complementary sample information, such as phase
contrast or dark-field images [1–9]. For instance, a phase gradient
that does not vary significantly over the area of illumination can
be determined by measuring the shift of the illumination in the
detector plane.

To facilitate imaging in these complementary modes, hardware
solutions such as apertured or segmented detectors have been used
[1–6]. These are usually optimized for a specific experimental
geometry, and subsequent changes of the optical layout tend to
have a detrimental effect on image quality [10]. In contrast, fully
pixelated detectors promise unprecedented flexibility. However,
their slow and relatively noisy readout has, so far, drastically
limited their every-day use in scanning microscopes [7–9].

2. Experimental

We report on STXM measurements with a state-of-the-art
area detector at the coherent small-angle X-ray scattering beam-
line (cSAXS) at the Swiss Light Source, Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI),
Villigen, Switzerland. The PILATUS detector is a modular pixel
detector [11], where each pixel of size 172! 172mm2 is
individually equipped with a 20bit single-photon counter. This
design not only offers unprecedented dynamic range, but
eliminates readout noise and has a point spread function
extending over only one pixel.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. For measurements
presented here, we used two different focusing optics. As
high-efficiency Fresnel zone plate we used a 1mm thick gold
FZP with 75mm diameter and 100nm finest zone width [12] for
producing the X-ray probe. With a source size of 200! 20mm2

(horizontal! vertical), a distance of " 34m from the source, and a
wavelength of 2 Å we expect a focal spot size, which is zone plate
limited in the vertical plane, whereas horizontally the spot size is
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source size limited. The resultant probe has the dimensions of
" 300! 100nm (horizontal! vertical). For higher-resolution
images, we use an FZP with a diameter of 50mm and an
outermost zone of 20nm made of 350nm thick iridium. These
devices were fabricated with a zone doubling technique that
bypasses the electron beam lithography limitations [13]. The
increased numerical aperture results in the probe being
significantly smaller than 50nm in both dimensions. Originally
these zone plates have been optimized for soft X-rays and are
rather inefficient even at the lowest photon energy the cSAXS
facility can provide, thereby increasing the acquisition time when
sub-50nm resolution is aimed at. The manufacturing of such zone
plates, more appropriate for hard X-rays, is in progress.

An 11mm pinhole was used as order-sorting aperture, i.e., to
discriminate higher diffraction orders from the focusing zone
plate. A central beam stop was placed upstream of the zone plate
in order to block undiffracted light. Central stops of various
diameters were prepared on a " 20mm thick silicon membrane,
on which a thin metal contact layer (20nm Cr+20nm Au) and a
200nm thick PMMA resist layer were deposited. After electron
beam exposure and development of the resist layer gold was
plated into the resist opening to a thickness of 12mm. Since the
plated thickness is much higher than the resist thickness, the
isotropic growth leads to an increase of the central stop diameter
and to rounded edges, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1.

The photon energy selected for these measurements was
6.2 keV, at which the detective quantum efficiency of the PILATUS
detector is essentially unity. We either employed a single PILATUS
module, which comprises 100 kilopixels, or a two-module readout
mode of the 24-module ‘‘PILATUS 2M’’. In each case, we analyzed
a region of interest of 128!128 pixels centered around the
unrefracted beam. The typical acquisition time per image point
was chosen on the order of 10ms, or up to 100ms in case of
highly focusing zone-doubled FZP prototypes [13]. Faster readout
of the detector is possible. A single module can be read out within
3ms and in the two-module readout mode the data transfer from
the 2M detector takes " 8ms. Increasing the acquisition rate thus
introduces undue gaps in on-the-fly scans. Scanning pointwise, on
the other hand, is currently rate limited by piezo settling time and
feedback communication.

Fig. 2 shows X-ray micrographs of a zone-doubled grating with
50nm spaced iridium lines, which was used as a test object to
assess the contrast and resolution of the instrument. Transmission
has been determined by integrating photon counts, I, over a
detector area that completely included the illuminating annulus
and was normalized by the maximum detected flux, I0. The
resolution should correspond to the size of the focal spot, which is
verified by line scans. Insets show such line scans. The 25nm lines
and spaces are clearly resolved in the transmission measurement.

Also contained in Fig. 2 are differential phase contrast (DPC)
images, showing both horizontal and vertical phase gradients.
Since its inception [14] in visible-light microscopy, DPC has been
very popular in a wide field of imaging applications. However,
beyond mere contrast enhancement one is often interested in
knowledge of the specimen’s complex-valued transmission func-
tion. Such complete knowledge allows essentially arbitrary
imaging modes, an option that has been called ‘‘omni-micro-
scopy’’ by some authors [15]. Thus, transmission measurements
need to be combined with information of the absolute phase
shift, which can be gained by integrating DPC signals. A reliable
and highly robust integration method has been used, inter alia,
in [16–18].

While ultimately deriving an equivalent expression, we choose
a minimization approach, which allows one to judge in what
respect the resulting phase estimate is optimal. We define as cost
function
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. Elements from left to right: beam-
defining aperture combined with a central beam stop (BS); Fresnel zone plate
(FZP); order-sorting aperture (OSA); specimen (S); detector (D). Inset: electron
micrograph of a Au beamstop with 34mm diameter and 8:5mm thickness.
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Fig. 2. Transmission, horizontal DPC, and vertical DPC images of a zone-doubled
grating made of Ir. Field of view is 10! 30mm2. Additionally we show a line scan
through some of the finest structures of the test object, clearly resolving 25nm
lines and spaces, both in transmission (blue solid line) and differential phase
contrast (black dashed line). The location of the line scan is marked by a red line in
the STXM images. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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where fx and fy denote the measured DPC signals in x and y, and
f̂ marks the estimate of the integrated phase. The search for a
minimum, i.e., @w2=@f̂ ¼ 0, yields the Poisson equation,
@fx=@xþ@fy=@y¼r2f̂. Various efficient methods exist to solve
this equation numerically [19]. After padding and symmetriza-
tion, as sketched in Fig. 3, a fast solution based on Fourier
transforms can be used:

f̂ ¼ iF$1 qx ~f
x
þqy ~f

y

q2x þq2y

( )
, ð2Þ

where ~f
x,y

marks the Fourier transforms of the DPC signal fx,y,
qx,y denotes the momentum transfer, and F$1 is the inverse
Fourier transform operator. We note that Eq. (2) is equivalent to
the real part of, e.g., Eq. (4) of [17], whose imaginary part can be
interpreted as signifying mismatch between measured fx and fy.

This integration can be performed virtually instantaneously,
and we find it advantageous to integrate both DPC signals and
display the integral’s derivatives. Taking this into account the
coupling between fx and fy often reduces noise. All DPC images
in Figs. 2–4 were produced this way.

The line scans in Fig. 2 reveal the excellent signal-to-noise
ratio of DPC measurements. Poisson statistics dictates that the
error in absorption measurements scales with

ffiffi
I

p
=I0, whereas the

error measuring the angle of refraction scales with N A=
ffiffi
I

p
[20],

with N A being the numerical aperture of the focusing optics, in
our case " 1=1000. Consequently, the statistical uncertainty, for
instance, estimating the thickness of material based on DPC is
reduced by "N A compared to the uncertainty resultant of
absorption measurements.

We further note that the DPC measurement is inherently
insensitive to many systematic errors, such as beam intensity
fluctuations. In Fig. 3 we show a specimen with significantly
weaker contrast. The cytoskeleton of a Panc1 human pancreatic
cell was extracted, fixated with glutaldehye and osmium
tetroxide, and dehydrated. Analog to the preparation for
transmission electron micrographs, uranyl acetate was used to
enhance contrast. Nevertheless, the maximum angle of X-ray
refraction is " 20mrad, i.e., about a quarter of a PILATUS pixel at
the detector distance of 2:2m. The statistical noise in the DPC
signal for this measurement is " 200nrad, as estimated from

measured fluctuations from the empty membrane. For the phase
integration, shown in Fig. 3, the DPC signals were background
subtracted, which is equivalent to defining the ~q ¼ 0 position on
the detector. The measured signal was symmetrically padded in
order to prevent periodicity artefacts and to ensure Neumann
boundary conditions. This analysis can be performed ‘‘on the fly’’,
i.e., the microscopist obtains immediate feedback and results.

Dark-field imaging, as a further measurement modality of the
instrument, is demonstrated in Fig. 4. Comparing the detected
flux inside and outside of the illumination annulus shown in Fig. 1
allows quantitative measurements of scattering intensities at the
illumination position. Consequently, this technique is sensitive to
density fluctuations on length scales significantly smaller than the
illuminated area. This information is not available from the
measurement modes discussed thus far, as is shown in Fig. 4
where a wall of a diatom girdle shows details in dark-field
imaging, which are not visible in transmission or phase-contrast
images, indicating different nano-structure on the sub-100nm
length scale.

Since the detector is fully pixelated, one can gauge by software
the momentum transfer, i.e., the length scale, of interest. However,
we note that for such q-dependent contrast, a smaller annulus
illuminated on the detector is beneficial. The flexibility of the
instrument and, in particular, the detector makes such small-angle
X-ray scattering (SAXS) mapping measurements easily possible
and as efficient as the ‘‘standard’’ STXM imaging modes [21]. As
with any STXM, the instrument is fully compatible with comple-
mentary techniques such as spatially resolved fluorescence
measurements.

3. Conclusions

In conclusion, recent developments in area detector
technology have made possible to use CCDs or hybrid pixel
detectors as efficient and flexible detectors in STXM applications.
Detection schemes are highly adaptable and allow, inter alia,
measuring differential phase contrast. By integrating the DPC
signal in two dimensions the phase can be recovered allowing
almost arbitrary imaging modes. Furthermore, dark-field imaging
and SAXS mapping can be realized with high q resolution.

Fig. 3. Differential phase contrast image (left) and integrated phase (right) of the cytoskeleton of a human pancreatic cell. Measured DPC data are in the upper left quadrant
of the DPC image. The rest of the DPC image is due to padding and symmetrization, the ‘‘seams’’ of which are emphasized by dashed lines.
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We used a fully pixelated detector for the quantitative
characterization of the complex-valued optical transmission
function at 6.2 keV of a variety of specimens and demonstrated
50nm resolution. The resolution of all of these imaging techni-
ques is limited by the spatial extent of the illuminating probe. For
even higher resolutions, we note that the fully pixelated detectors
can be used to Nyquist-sample the diffraction pattern from the
coherently illuminated region. Coherent diffractive imaging-
related techniques can then be used to increase resolution
significantly beyond the probe size [22–24].
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